
Introduction

Floods mean a considerable hazard for mankind. Effective protection against their impact represents one
of the basic hydrology and water management tasks. The conception of flood protection came tfuough
development reflecting the progress in natural processes description, flood experiences and also
improvement in technology possibilities enabling better computation of flood measures effectiveness.
Cunently centralized flood protection concept is replaced with íntegrated flood protection concept
(Langhammer et al., 2008b; Dumbrovský et al., 2006)' which gives the complex flood protection solution
for the whole basin by means of smaller, close{o-natural measures, such as small retention reservoirs.
land use change, suitable agrotechnical principles etc.

The thesis can be divided into three main parts that form three main pillars ofintegrated flood protection.
These pillars are represented by three case studies. First study was made in Blanice River basin. It
computes flood extreme changes in condition of changing landscape. Results could lead to positive land
cover change which could cause the flood peak decrease. Second study was made in Chomutovka River
catchment (Ore Mts.). It quantifies dry retention reservoirs impact on the course of floods by different
precipitation extremities. Third study tries to improve our knowledge of snow accumulation and melting
processes in the context ofvegetation cover effect (forests and open areas).

The aim ofthe research could be describe as follows:

l) Assessment the importance ofthe integrated flood protection measures in conditions ofchanging
land cover

2) Modelling the effect of cunent and historical landscape changes on suÍtmer and winter floods in
experimental catchments

3) Models and modelling techniques assessment, hydrological uncertainty estimation

Hydrological modelling could be used for quantification of above mentioned measures by means of field
measurement analysis and both cuÍTent and historical data analysis using GlS techniques. Entire part of
the thesis is also model uncertainty formulation and methods suitability assessment. The model HEC-
HMS (Hydrologic Engineering Center _ Hydrologic ltlodeling Srs/enl) lras used fbr rainÍ-all-runoff
process simulation. Thís model belongs to conceptual lumped models (Daňhelka et al.. 2003)'
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